
technical data 

Reimer R12 (The uTiliTy)

The Reimer R12 is named “The utility” and for good reason. With the ability to 
engineer all types of standard concretes and screeds, the R12 has been specifically 
designed with the utility sector in mind, due to the larger capacity aggregate 
bins for higher volumes of low density materials (for example - recycled product), 
which are used in the production of expanding foamed concrete. This type of low 
strength foamed concrete is extensively used throughout the utility sector to fill 
voids, road and pavement trenches and all other contracts that require large or 
small quantities of expanding, rapid setting foamed concrete.

vehicle specifications
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Capacity .................................................................... 9 - 11 cubic metres

Production Rate ........................................................ up to 60 cubic metres per hour 

Auger ........................................................................ 9” diameter (12” option)

Cement hopper ........................................................ 3.6 tonne capacity (4t option)

Cement Metering .....................................................  Twin flyte cross augers feeding   
single screw discharge auger

Water Tank ............................................................... 2300l capacity 

hydraulic Pump ........................................................  load sensing, pressure and flow   
compensated variable displacement,   
piston type tandem pump

Controls ....................................................................  Wireless remote control, T-Bar   
wonder lead and main control panel

Vibrators ...................................................................  electric internal central divider   
mounted vibrator system  
(external side mount option available)

Delivery Measurement .............................................  Reimer digital computer  
(options available)

Batch Plant Power ....................................................  low noise external power drive engine 
(Donkey engine) or PTO option

Chassis Cab ............................................................... New or used - customer lead option

additional options

	Reimer admixture system

	Reimer electric easy sheet system

	Reimer foam generator

	Fibre feeder - Reimer variable speed  
spindle type

	Colour reversing camera with speaker unit

	GPS telematics management system

	Auto lubrication system

	Reimer weighing system

	Reimer concrete colour feeder

	Alloy chequer plate safety boards

	Wheelbarrow rack

	Water heater

	Internal protection liner

	in-Cab printer

	external safety gantries

	Tool box

	hand wash bowl

	Pressure washer

	Full repair and maintenance contracts
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